WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
Historical Commission
Agenda
Monday, September 13, 2021
7:00 P.M.

This Meeting will be held in-person and by teleconference via Zoom.
CALL TO ORDER
PUBLIC COMMENT
NEW BUSINESS
1. Columbia Cottage
Address:
930 & 936 E. Boot Rd.
Historic Site: 046 – William Everhart House (Class I Listed NR)
Request:
Recommendation to the Board of Supervisors to approve the application to construct a
72-bed senior living facility.
2. 690 E. Lincoln Associates, LLC
Address:
690 E. Lincoln Hwy.
Historic Sites: 032 – St. Mary’s Chapel (Class I NRE), 311 – Ship Inn (Class I LNR), & 343 SS. Philip
& James Rectory (Class III)
Request:
Recommendation to the Board of Supervisors to proceed with the development of the
proposed Wawa convenience store and gas station with the architectural design
presented.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: August 9, 2021
OLD BUSINESS
1. Historic Resource Survey Update
2. Historic Preservation Awards Update
HISTORICAL COMMISSION CONCERNS
TOWNSHIP UPDATE
1. PREIT Exton Mall Phase II Apts.
ADJOURNMENT
NEXT MEETING:

October 14, 2021

Directions to access the Zoom Meeting

Click on this link to register:

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEuf-qtrDosGdZZHrPMcK23JSJ3W-mVa9_O

You can use your phone and call +1-646-558-8656. When asked, enter the Meeting and Password.
Virtual Meeting Etiquette Zoom
Instructions
If you have any questions regarding the projects, please e-mail us at questions@westwhiteland.org

ANDREW J. WEIR, PRESIDENT
ajweir@chg-inc.com
PENNSYLVANIA OFFICE
20 Hagerty Boulevard, Suite 3
West Chester, PA 19382
P: (610) 436-9000

August 31, 2021
WC-461

Mr. John Weller, AICP
Director of Planning and Zoning, and
West Whiteland Township Historical Commission
222 North Pottstown Pike
Exton, PA 19341
Re:

Conditional Use Application
Columbia Cottage at Boot Road
Senior Care Facility
930 & 936 E. East Boot Road
Exton PA., 19341

Dear Mr. Weller,
A Conditional Use Application has been submitted by Horst Seniorcare Company for construction of a
residential senior care facility, at 930 & 936 E. Boot Road. The applicant proposes to subdivide an existing
8.396-acre property, located along the south side of Boot Road, to form two lots. The 1.594-acre west lot
contains an existing commercial building that will remain. The 6.802-acre east lot is currently undeveloped and
will be the site of the proposed senior care development. The project site is located within West Whiteland
Township’s NC-Neighborhood Commercial Zoning District.
In accordance with the West Whiteland Township Zoning Ordinance, Article XVI: Historic Preservation,
Commonwealth Heritage Group (hereinafter Commonwealth) has reviewed the proposed undertaking for
potential impacts to the Township’s designated historic resources. For this review Commonwealth utilized the
following submission documents:
• Application for Hear (Conditional Use), by Buckley, Brion, McGuire & Morris LLP, dated 8/10/2021.
• Conditional Use Plans, Drawings 1 thru 5, by E.B. Walsh & Associates, Inc., dated 6/10/2021.
• Building Elevations and Site Rendering, Drawings 1 & 2, dated 8/3/2021
• Traffic Engineering Investigations, by F. Tavani & Associates, dated 8/9/2021.
• Post-Construction Stormwater Management Report, by E.B. Walsh & Associates, Inc., dated 6/10/2021.

Historic Resources Impacted by the Proposed Project
In accordance with Section 325-92.A of the Township Zoning Ordinance, Class I, II, or III historic resources
listed on the West Whiteland Township inventory that are located within the boundary of a proposed project
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site or within 300-feet of the boundary of a proposed project site shall be reviewed for potential adverse effect.
Commonwealth’s review has determined the following historic resources are subject to review.
Listed Historic Resources located within the boundary of the proposed Project Site:

None
Listed Adjacent Historic Resources within 300 feet of the proposed Project Site:
•

Site #046– S. Ship and E. Boot Road. William Everhart House. Built c. 1810 by William Everhart,
major developer of West Chester’s southwest quadrant. This house was used until c. 1817 as a
storekeeper’s house. Everhart lived here until c. 1824. House is the only survivor of the thriving 19th
century community associated with the Boot Tavern.
- Class I Historic Resource, Listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Description of the Proposed Undertaking:
The proposed Columbia Cottage at Boot Road senior care facility is a Personal Care Facility comprised of a 22
bed Memory Care unit and a 50 bed Assisted Living facility. A single 76,794 SF one-story structure contains
both care units. The care units are in two separate courtyard wings, linked by an entrance lobby, corridors,
offices, and common spaces. The proposed building will occupy roughly the western 60 percent of the property.
The eastern 40 percent of the site, closest to the Ship and Boot Road intersection, will be a landscaped parking
lot providing 68 parking spaces. The parking lot contains wide landscape islands within the parking lot. The
perimeter buffer along the south side of Boot Road is currently shown as 45-feet. However, it appears Boot
Road may be widened, and the perimeter buffer reduced to 30-feet. The drawings reviewed did not contain
proposed landscaping or vegetative screening information.

Review of the Potential Effects on Historic Resources:
Commonwealth’s review is limited to the potential for effect on the above-mentioned historic resources.
Commonwealth conducted a field review at the site of the historic resources to evaluate the potential effect of
the proposed project. Our comments are limited to the potential for adverse effect, and recommendations for
treatment and/or mitigation.
The proposed Columbia Cottage site design locates the new building on the western section of the property.
This is respectful of the existing historic resource, Site #046 which is located on the north side of Boot Road,
opposite the new parking lot to the east. There is an opportunity to provide substantial landscaping in the
perimeter buffer space and parking lot islands. This should be robustly developed, including deciduous and
evergreen trees and shrubbery for year-round screening. The design of the one-story facility as illustrated in
the submitted rendering is residential in style. The pitched roofs at the building’s perimeter and traditional
architectural details are appropriate. The design and scale are compatible with the neighborhood and
sympathetic to the William Everhart House.
One area of concern at the proposed Columbia Cottage site is the potential for disturbance of archeological
resources related to the Revolutionary War Battle of the Clouds, as well as potential Native American
settlement activity. Historically this was a busy crossroads intersection, probably long before European
settlers arrived. The Battle of the Clouds occurred on September 16, 1777, as the British moved north from
Chadds Ford in multiple lines. Skirmishes erupted before a late day storm ended the battle. Some of the
heaviest fighting was in the vicinity of the present-day Everhart House. Refer to the attached excerpt from
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the Chester County Technical Report on the Battle of the Clouds: Skirmish Near the Boot Tavern. It is not
known if archeological resources may be discovered. The Township should be alerted if historic material is
uncovered or if human remains are encountered, which is unlikely but not impossible.
Conclusion: The building proposed at the Columbia Cottage at Boot Road senior care facility is relatively
isolated from the historic resource, Site #046, the William Everhart House. The care facility’s site layout and
architectural design per the site plans and elevation rendering are appropriate. The landscaping design must
be developed to provide adequate screening for the existing historic resource. Commonwealth concludes
there is no adverse effect for the Columbia Cottage at Boot Road development.

Should you have any questions or comments please do not hesitate to contact me by cell at 610-3509564 or e-mail at pyocum@chg-inc.com.
Regards,

Philip Yocum, RA, LEED AP
Preservation Architect
cc:

Justin Smiley – WWT
Candice Strawley- CHG
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Washington, DC 20005

This material is based upon work assisted by a grant from the
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the views of the Department of the Interior.

October 25, 2013

Battle of the Clouds
Technical Report

The Battle of the Clouds Phase 2 : Skirmish Near the Boot Tavern
Maxwell was positioned on the
Pottstown Pike, near Colonel
Richard Thomas’ Mill, while
Potter’s Militia Brigade lined up
behind the Boot Tavern, which
was located at the intersection of
Boot and Ship Roads in West
Goshen Township.35
Around 3:00pm, while the bulk
of the Crown Forces remained
near the Goshen Meetinghouse,

[MAP 6a] Battle of the Clouds, Phase 2

a detachment of Hessian Jaegers, along with Hessian Grenadiers and the Leib Regiment plunged forward
with Colonel Carl von Donop leading the way.
Donop, who came from a Hessian noble family, requested to command the Jaegers in America, with the
ambitious dream of widening the war to “seize the wealth of Mexico and Peru.”36 After suffering
humiliation at Trenton in January, Donop was eager to find an opportunity for revenge against the
Americans. This eagerness may explain why we found himself so far ahead of the rest of his column. 37
According to Howe’s aid-de-Camp, Fredriech von Munchhausen, Donop may have “advanced a little too
impetuously,” because he soon found himself cut off from the rest of his detachment and “almost
surrounded” by Potter’s men who saw an opportunity to catch the Hessians out of position.38 Map 6a
depicts Donop’s close call at the Boot Tavern.
Summoning his determination, Donop, “decided to break through with the horsemen,” in order to reunite
with the rest of Knyphausen’s column that was approaching from the east. 39
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While Donop was maneuvering by the Boot Tavern, the main army
on King Road between Maxwell and Wayne was still not in
formation, the rain was starting to fall more steadily, and the only
avenues of retreat back to the Great Valley (modern day Ship Road,
Phoenixville Pike, Planebrook Road, and Pottstown Pike) were
deteriorating quickly.40 Washington and his officers were
considering, “whether we should receive the British on the ground
then occupied by our troops, or retire beyond a valley in their rear.”
41

Pickering’s opinion was, “The order of the battle is not

completed. If we are to fight the enemy on this ground, the troops
ought to be immediately arranged. If we are to take the high
grounds on the other side of the valley, we ought to march
immediately, or the enemy may fall upon us in the midst of our
movement.” 42 “Let us move,” was Washington’s response, and the

[Figure 2] Count Carl Emil Ulrich von Donop

army turned back toward the White Horse Tavern in the valley.43
As the storm worsened,
weapons on both sides began
to misfire, and the Jaegers
drew their hunting swords
forcing Potter’s men to “quit
the field.”44 Map 6b depicts
this scene which represents the
last time patriot blood was
spilled in the Brandywine
Valley.
The episode by the Boot

[MAP 6b] Battle of the Clouds, Phase 2

Tavern saw five Jaegers killed and seven wounded45, about eight to eleven Americans killed, and a number
of prisoners captured.46 According the Futhey and Cope, “the killed were buried near to the dwelling of
Daniel Meredith, and the wounded taken to the house of Daniel Thompson, a short distance north of
7
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Meredith’s, which was used as a hospital.”47 Immaculata University on King Road has a gravesite on its
campus that is traditionally believed to contain soldiers killed in the battle.48

Rainsoaked Roads and Ammunition
By today’s standards this storm would probably be known as a tropical storm or hurricane, reminiscent of
Hurricane Floyd which hit southeastern Pennsylvania on September 16, 1999.49 Even modern society,
with paved roads and abundant shelter, has a difficult time functioning during such weather events, but for
these Eighteenth century armies, there were only dirt paths, quickly turning to mud, and a few scattered
farmhouses that would have been quickly snatched up by the officers. Most men on both sides were left
to remain out in the open fields with only their weapons and provisions.
By about 5:00pm, the Crown Forces were forced to call off the attack. Even the Jaegers, charging with
their hunting swords, were stopped in their tracks by mud up to their calves.50 Apart from the severely
degraded road system, one of the primary concerns for both armies was the state of their ammunition,
particularly the cartridge boxes. These boxes were carried by soldiers on both sides to store cartridges
consisting of a musket ball and powder wrapped in paper. They were constructed using a wooden box
and covered with a leather flap.

[Figure 3] Cartridge Boxes : Continental versus British

Figure 3 shows samples of a Continental cartridge box (the two on the left), and a British cartridge box on
the right. Better construction of the British boxes, particularly with a larger leather flap, as well as double
flaps, gave them an advantage in wet situations.51 Nobody put it more plainly than Brigadier General
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Henry Knox who summed up the situation on 16 September, saying, “This was a most terrible stroke to
us, and owing entirely to the badness of the cartridge-boxes which had been provided for the army.”52
After the Battle of the Clouds, Washington became well aware of the difference in quality, sending a letter
to Congress on 13 October, where he identified some design improvements, saying, “With respect to
Cartouch Boxes, without which it is impossible to act, … each Box should have a small inner flap for the
greater security of the Cartridges against rain and moist weather. The Flaps, in general, are too small, and
do not project sufficiently over the ends or sides of the Boxes. … For we know from unhappy experience
in the severe rain, on the 16th [of September] the few Boxes we had of this construction preserved the
ammunition without injury, whilst it was almost wholly destroyed in those of the Common form, with a
single flap.”53

The Battle of the Clouds Phase 3 : Regrouped at the White Horse Tavern
Despite the failure of the
cartridge boxes, it could be
said that the storm played to
Washington’s advantage by
eliminating the possibility of a
British pursuit and allowing
him the time to put some
distance between the two
armies.
Exactly what happened that
late afternoon, however, is
[MAP 7] Battle of the Clouds, Phase 3

difficult to say. As
documented in Appendix A,

the configuration of Washington’s line near the White Horse Tavern is unknown. The historical study
could not locate a single firm and reliable primary source that contained evidence of the order of
Continental Army forces marching toward White Horse Tavern on the afternoon of 16 September,
1777.”54 The only primary account that even hints at a reformed line comes from Pickering, who states
9
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Mr. John Weller, AICP
Director of Planning and Zoning, and
West Whiteland Township Historical Commission
222 North Pottstown Pike
Exton, PA 19341
Re:

690 E. Lincoln Highway & S. Ship Road
Exton PA., 19341
Convenience Store/Gas Station and Residential Townhouses
Preliminary/Final Subdivision and Land Development Plan Application
Addendum No. 1 – Review Wawa Architectural Design

Dear Mr. Weller,
Subsequent to the Historical Commission’s August 9, 2021, review of the Land Development application for
the proposed Convenience Store and Townhouse development at 690 E. Lincoln Highway, the applicant has
submitted Addendum No.1 for review of the convenience store architectural design. Commonwealth previously
reviewed the site plan for the proposed development. Please refer to our review letter dated August 3, 2021, for
our comments on the overall planning for the project.
At the time of the previous review, the convenience store operator had not been finalized. Therefore,
Commonwealth’s review was not able to evaluate the final architectural design of the retail structure. The
applicant was encouraged to submit architectural design documents when the retail tenant was finalized. Wawa
has now been confirmed as the convenience store operator and submitted a site development plan and building
renderings for the Historical Commission’s review.
In accordance with the West Whiteland Township Zoning Ordinance, Article XVI: Historic Preservation,
Commonwealth Heritage Group (hereinafter Commonwealth) has reviewed the proposed undertaking for
potential impacts to the Township’s designated historic resources. Commonwealth previously reviewed the
following submissions for various portions of the proposed overall development project:
• Renderings and details of the proposed gas canopy and fueling island (for a Wawa at Rt. 412 in
Bethlehem, PA), dated 08/03/2020. Prepared by Cuhaci & Peterson.
• Renderings and floor plan of the proposed retail store (for a Wawa at Ludwig’s Corner, PA), dated
11/26/2018. Prepared by Cuhaci & Peterson.
• Rendered site plan and signage details of the proposed Wawa at 690 E. Lincoln Highway in Exton, PA,
dated 06/07/2018. Prepared by Bohler Engineering.
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Historic Resources Impacted by the Proposed Project
In accordance with Section 325-92.A of the Township Zoning Ordinance, Class I, II, or III historic resources
listed on the West Whiteland Township inventory that are located within the boundary of a proposed project
site or within 300-feet of the boundary of a proposed project site shall be reviewed for potential adverse effect.
Commonwealth’s review has determined the following historic resources are subject to review.
Listed Historic Resources located within the boundary of the proposed Project Site:

None
Listed Adjacent Historic Resources within 300 feet of the proposed Project Site:
•

Site #032– Ship Road and E. Lincoln Highway. St. Mary’s Chapel. Built 1873 as mission church from
St. Joseph’s parish in Downingtown.
- Class I Historic Resource, Eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.

•

Site #311– 100 North Ship Road. Ship Inn. Built in 1796 by John Bowen innkeeper, for the new
Lancaster Turnpike coach trade.
- Class I Historic Resource, Listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

•

Site #343– 701 E. Lincoln Highway. Rectory, Saints Philip and James. Contains a 1726 datestone in
the fireplace.
- Class III Historic Resource, Listed on Historical Resource Inventory.

Description of the Proposed Undertaking:
It should be noted the renderings are labeled for other Wawa locations; however, it is assumed this is a standard
design and submitted renderings are accurate for the 690 E. Lincoln Highway site. The proposed Wawa
convenience store is comprised of a 5,590 SF with an eight-pump gas island with a roof canopy at the site’s
north side directly fronting on the Lincoln Highway. The convenience store will be surrounded by parking on
the east, south and west sides. A total of 66 parking spaces will be provided to serve convenience store.
The Wawa renderings depict a rectangular convenience store building measuring 85’-6” x 65’-7” with an
overall height of 22’-6”. The building is traditional in style, primarily faced brown brick above a stone base that
is 5’-0”-tall. The primary (north) elevation facing Lincoln Highway is entered through a 33’-tall central entrance
tower. The tower features a hipped standing seam metal roof cap and is flanked by metal roofed canopies
extending the width of the front elevation. Store-front windows extend to the ground at the front elevation. The
rear (south) elevation contains a secondary entrance covered by a metal roof canopy. The west elevation features
a 30-foot-long strip of windows above the 5’-0” stone base. Simple horizontal moldings wrap the building at
the 18’-1” level and the 22’-0” parapet cap. Building applied signage consists of two internally illuminated
“Wawa” signs, one each above the front and rear entrance doors. The trash dumpsters are housed in a separate
walled enclosure located at the southwest corner of the rear parking lot. The enclosure has 9’-0” high solid
walls, faced with stone to a height of 5’-0” and EIFS synthetic stucco above.
The gas canopy and fueling island is a metal structure with a sloped standing seam metal roof supported by
exposed tubular steel trusses. Sixteen metal support posts are wrapped in stone facing to approximately 8-feet
high. The gas canopy features two red and white painted/vinyl Wawa sign banners that are 19’-8” long by 2’0” tall at the east and west sides of the canopy. The gas canopy also has two internally illuminated Wawa signs
measuring 7’-8” x 1’-9” at the canopy’s front and rear sides.
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A 20’-0” tall x 7’-3” wide freestanding illuminated Wawa pylon sign with an LED sign panel is proposed at the
east entrance along Lincoln Highway, at the northeast corner of the property. This location is very close to the
historic St. Mary’s Chapel, Ship Inn, and Rectory buildings. The pylon sign consists of two vertical pillars
capped with a two-sided internally illuminated Wawa sign measuring 7’-3” x 3’-6”. The 4’ x 4’ LED gas pricing
sign panels are located below the Wawa sign between the structural pillars. The sign has a 3’-0” tall stone-faced
base wall.

Review of the Potential Effects on Historic Resources:
Commonwealth’s review is limited to the potential for effect on the above-mentioned historic resources.
Commonwealth conducted a field review at the site of the historic resources to evaluate the potential effect of
the proposed project. Our comments are limited to the potential for adverse effect, and recommendations for
treatment and/or mitigation.
The design of the Wawa convenience store as presented is traditional in scale, massing, and materials. The
brick and stone wall materials are appropriate to the region and the adjacent historic resources. The building
design is appropriate for the location. The two proposed building mounted Wawa signs are not intrusive.
The gas canopy is a modern intrusion in the neighborhood. These structures are highly visible and
illuminated 24-hours a day, creating an unavoidable impact to adjacent properties. Currently this location is
visually quiet, particularly at night. The Wawa gas canopy will have a significant negative impact on the
local historic resources. It is unfortunate the canopy could not be located at the rear or west side of the
property. However, the applicant’s retail concept and site dimensions appear to dictate the current gas
canopy location. Commonwealth recommends the lighting levels be reduced at the gas canopy to reduce its
visual impact at night. The gas canopy currently contains four large Wawa signs, two are illuminated. These
signs are not necessary to identify the site as a super Wawa but seem intended as a corporate advertising
billboard. An advertising billboard is not appropriate in this historic setting. The gas canopy signage should
be eliminated. The roadside Wawa pylon sign and store mounted signs will inform travelers of the Wawa
location.
The freestanding Wawa pylon sign is highly visible but not unattractive, these signs are common in many
commercial areas. However, the proposed location, very close to St. Mary’s Chapel and the Ship Inn, is not
appropriate. The sign should be relocated further to the west, ideally at the site’s northwest corner.
Commonwealth’s final recommendation is that a low, 3’-0” high brick or stone faced wall be constructed
along the parking area between the entrances at the north and west sides of the property. The wall is
recommended to define and reinforce the historic Village at Ship. The brick or stone wall will help mitigate
the visual impact of the parking, fuel island, gas canopy and signage. It will also serve to reinforce the
cohesive local village character, which will make the townhouse neighborhood more attractive to buyers.
Commonwealth is pleased the Wawa and the townhouse development will combine with the nearby historic
resources to create a dense core at the intersection of the Lincoln Highway and Ship Road. This is a
thoughtfully designed project. Adding a simple perimeter wall at the Wawa is an opportunity to enhance the
development and the neighborhood’s village character.
Conclusion: The proposed Wawa store will have an adverse effect on the referenced historic resources. The
Wawa convenience store building is appropriate. As mentioned, the gas canopy and fueling island has a
significant visual impact on the local neighborhood. Our recommendations for mitigating the impact are:
1) reduce the light level and signage at the gas canopy, 2) relocate the Wawa pylon sign toward the west side
of the property, and 3) construct a 3’-0” high brick or stone faced wall between the entrances at the north and
west sides of the property. These mitigation measures will significantly reduce the adverse effect at the
Wawa site.
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Should you have any questions or comments please do not hesitate to contact me by cell at 610-3509564 or e-mail at pyocum@chg-inc.com.
Regards,

Philip Yocum, AIA, LEED AP
Preservation Architect
cc:

Justin Smiley – WWT
Candice Strawley- CHG

